
Note to Semi-Finalists 
Thank you very much for participating in the HUNCH Design and Prototyping.  This was by far the most 
difficult year for deciding finalists.  Part of the difficulty was the number of teams participating but the 
most important part was the number of high quality of prototypes for each of the 10 projects.   

Each Mentor helped choose potential finalists for their area and were then compared with the same 
type of projects across the country.  Teams that were selected to be finalists had very tough competition 
and it was very difficult to down select.  Although everyone wants to be a finalist it isn’t possible and 
decisions have to be made.  Some of the decisions include the requirements but also trying to show 
diversity of how the problem could be solved.  There was no shortage of good and diverse ideas. 

Being a Semi-Finalist is a great honor because each of you put together a project and data that made the 
teams think, learn and be excited about space.   Your great ideas and hard work is what makes NASA 
HUNCH a challenge and a great experience for engineering.  We hope you enjoyed the projects as much 
as we all enjoyed seeing your prototypes.   

If you are a senior and moving on to college, industry, or trade schools, make sure you include your 
project with NASA HUNCH on your resume.  You will find that your interview will center on “what did 
you do for NASA?”  The more you tell them, the more they will want to hear.  You will be receiving a 
letter of recommendation from NASA HUNCH describing Design and Prototype and the project you 
worked on.  We hope that your work will translate to opening doors for your future.  Thank you for 
being in the NASA HUNCH Design and Prototype Program. 
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